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Aim: Model this process numerically
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… so a multi-scale
model is needed
→ Finite-element ocean model: SLIM
(www.climate.be/slim)
→ Shallow water equations
→ Unstructured mesh
→ Mesh extends from shore to shelf
break (200m isobath)
→ Element size is a function of:
→ bathymetry
→ distance to the nearest reef
→ distance to coastlines
→ Sample mesh for central GBR
simulations (left): 650,000 elements
→ Reef-scale max. resolution
(~200m)
→ Model forcings:
Tides: Topex satellite data
Wind: Reanalysis data from
NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD
Mean residual current: data
from satellite altimetry

Validation of hydrodynamics
Compared model predictions to observed data at various mooring sites in GBR:
Elevation:

Data from the GBR Ocean Observing System
(GBROOS) run by the Australian Institute for
Marine Science (AIMS).

Blue: observed, Green: SLIM prediction

Currents:

Compared mean currents and variance with
GBROOS mooring data.
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The GBR can be represented as a
large network
Definition:
Reef community: a cluster of
reefs whose members are strongly
connected with each other, and
weakly connected with reefs
outside their community
→ Can partition the network into reef
communities by having recourse to
network science
→ Community detection tools
Reef “communities” = ecologically
isolated groups of reefs (very little
transport between them)

Reefs are colour-coded by their community
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We can identify stronger and weaker “barriers to dispersal”
by changing this parameter
– Very few larvae exchanged between
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– Almost all larvae settle inside their
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– A greater proportion of larvae settle
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Communities for A. humilis in the southern
GBR (high )
1% of larvae settle outside
their natal community
Note:
Connectivity length-scales are
very different in each
community!

Ecological implication:
MPA spacing may need to vary from
community to community to ensure
MPA-to-MPA connectivity

Numbers show average
dispersal distance in each
community

Self-recuitment rates are also different in
each community …
1% of larvae settle outside
their natal community

Numbers show percentage of
larvae settling over same
reef they were released on
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We might naïvely expect larvae to disperse equally in all directions ...
→ … this would result in equally-sized,
~circular communities
→ But this is not the case

Why?
→ Hydrodynamics
→ Community boundaries often represent boundaries between
different circulation regimes ...
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Some other ecological questions we can
attempt to answer ...
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Answer: Yes!
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Dispersal patterns of deep reef corals (30m < Depth < 100m)
→ Can deep reefs repopulate shallow reefs?
→ 3D model needed
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Reference:
C. Thomas, J. Lambrechts, E. Wolanski, V.A. Traag, V.D. Blondel, E. Deleersnijder, E. Hanert (2014)
Numerical modelling and graph theory tools to study ecological
connectivity in the Great Barrier Reef, Ecological Modelling 272 160:174

Thank you for your attention
Questions …?

Www.climate.be/slim

